Red Hen finds seeds and wants to make a garden.

Red Hen asks, “Who wants to help?”

Not dog, not duck, not cat.

So Red Hen plants them herself.

The garden grows tall and it is time to cut the wheat.

Red Hen asks, “Who wants to help?”

Not dog, not duck, not cat.

So Red Hen cuts it herself.

Red Hen wants to grind the wheat to make flour.

Red Hen asks, “Who wants to help?”

Not dog, not duck, not cat.

So Red Hen grinds it herself.
Red Hen wants to use the flour to bake a cake.

Red Hen asks, “Who wants to help?”

Not dog, not duck, not cat.

So Red Hen bakes it herself.

The cake is done and it is time to eat.

Red Hen asks, “Who wants to help?”

Dog does. Cat does. Duck does.

“Who helped plant the seeds? Who helped cut the wheat? Who helped grind the flour? Who helped bake the cake?”

Not dog, not duck, not cat.

“Then you cannot help eat the cake,” says Red Hen.

Red Hen eats the cake herself.